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Abstract  

State-of-art perovskite photocapacitors suffer from manufacturing complexities, technical impediments and inferior PV yield and 

storage-to-generation ratio. To surmount these serious setbacks, technical improvements and choice of materials for various parts 

should be attentively addressed. Systematic manufacturing based on a seamless and practically feasible layout would solve these 

issues. Hence, in this article, we suggest a simple design for high-efficiency perovskite photocapacitor, integrated by stacking an 

asymmetric capacitor on a planar inverted multijunction PSC using CH3NH3PbI3 as photoactive layer. The capacitor portion is 

designed based on a solid-state dielectric layer, asymmetrically packed between two carbon electrodes. The PSC portion employs 

a CNT/InAlGap/InGap p-type triple-junction on PET/ITO working electrode. An ultrathin (10 nm) C60 is accommodated on 

active layer for protection, and a 20 nm CNTs single-junction directly connects the capacitor to PSC, providing the synergic 

functions of back contact for the PSC and the cathode of the capacitor section, as explained earlier. Figures 1(ab) schematically 

introduces the device architecture and the overall efficiency based on various illumination active area. Numerical modelling can 

quantitatively characterize, optimize and foresee the potential yielding of perovskite supercapacitors, as for the intrinsic and 

contingent physical properties of every junction, and certain outdoor triggers. In order to simulate a realistic perovskite 

photocapacitor the concrete parameters, particularly the effect of grain boundaries, trap sites, interfaces and nonradiative 

recombination, antireflective coating and unpredictable light intensity on overall performance of integrated system were studied. 
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